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From the Editor

T

he growing visibility of privacy and access issues has drawn attention to our profession
and its value to Canadians like never before.
The last year saw a collision of legislation and technology that had — and will have — profound
effects on privacy and access in Canada, and upon how members of our profession approach
their work. Several of these factors, including some very visible FOI/ATIP challenges and the
recently-enacted Bill C-51, are election issues. The impact of new laws and international
agreements will have a profound impact on practitioners — personally and professionally.
PACC will continue to monitor and keep members apprised of developments, advocate on
behalf of PACC members, and continue to raise the profile of our profession in Canada.
PACC continues to raise awareness about privacy and access issues that affect Canadians in
general and members in particular. The @PACC_CCAP and LinkedIn Group channels draw
attention to issues that members of our profession face, and we are pleased that so many
media outlets regularly turn to the PACC for input and guidance. As the voice for privacy and
access in Canada, that open dialogue is vital to increase awareness about the profession,
the issues, and your professional association.
Members frequently express their appreciation for the superb professional development
opportunities presented by PACC —from the Sunshine Summits and Professional Certification
Program to the National Privacy and Data Governance Congress. We are pleased at how
many members attended the events, and at the very frank feedback from delegates. See for
yourself at http://ow.ly/OXvPK
As an independent non-profit non-partisan non-governmental national association PACC
relies entirely on volunteers — and it is those volunteers who devote countless hours to
create provide unparalleled value for PACC members — from professional development and
networking opportunities, to maintaining and improving the rigorous certification program,
and compiling resource and guidance materials.
Membership fees help ensure that PACC can continue its important non-profit and nonpartisan efforts on behalf of its members and Canadians across the country (and beyond),
and The Winston Report continues to inform, educate and enlighten.
Enjoy this issue! Share this journal with colleagues and clients. And let us know what’s
important to you. Be vocal — your opinion counts!

Sharon Polsky
Editor-In-Chief

Send your comments to Editor@AMINAcorp.ca
Sharon Polsky, BIS MAPP
Editor-in-Chief
President, PACC-CCAP
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Which Students Get to Have Privacy?
By Dr Danah Boyd

It seems that student privacy is trendy right now. At least among elected officials.

Congressional aides are scrambling to write bills that one-up each other in showcasing
how tough they are on protecting youth. We’ve got Congressmen Polis and Messer (with
Senator Blumenthal expected to propose a similar bill in the Senate). Kline and Scott have
a discussion draft of their bill out while Markey and Hatch have reintroduced the bill they
introduced a year ago. And then there’s Senator Vitter’s proposed bill. And let’s not even
talk about the myriad of state-level legislation.
Most of these bills are responding in some way or another to a 1974 piece of legislation
called the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), which restricted what schools
could and could not do with student data.
Needless to say, lawmakers in 1974 weren’t imagining the world of technology that we live
with today. On top of that, legislative and bureaucratic dynamics have made it difficult for
the Department of Education to address failures at the school level without going nuclear
and just defunding a school outright. And schools lack security measures (because they lack
technical sophistication) and they’re entering into all sorts of contracts with vendors that
give advocates heartburn.
So there’s no doubt that reform is needed, but the question — as always — is what reform?
For whom? And with what kind of support?
The bills are pretty spectacularly different, pushing for a range of mechanisms to limit
abuses of student data. Some are fine-driven; others take a more criminal approach. There
are also differences in who can access what data under what circumstances. The bills give
different priorities to parents, teachers, and schools. Of course, even though this is all about
*students*, they don’t actually have a lot of power in any of these bills. It’s all a question of
who can speak on their behalf and who is supposed to protect them from the evils of the
world. And what kind of punishment for breaches is most appropriate. (Not surprisingly,
none of the bills provide for funding to help schools come up to speed.)

Danah Boyd

As a youth advocate and privacy activist, I’m generally in favor of student privacy. But my
panties also get in a bunch when I listen to how people imagine the work of student privacy.
As is common in Congress as election cycles unfold, student privacy has a “save the children”
narrative. And this forces me to want to know more about the threat models we’re talking
about. What are we saving the children *from*?

Threat Models

There are four external threats that I think are interesting to consider. These are the dangers
that students face if their data leaves the education context.
#1: The Stranger Danger Threat Model. It doesn’t matter how much data we have to
challenge prominent fears, the possibly of creepy child predators lurking around school
children still overwhelms any conversation about students, including their data.

...4
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Which Students Get to Have Privacy?
Continued from page 3

#2: The Marketing Threat Model. From COPPA to the Markey/
Hatch bill, there’s a lot of concern about how student data will
be used by companies to advertise products to students or
otherwise fuel commercial data collection that drives advertising
ecosystems.

What would it take to actually
consider the privacy rights
of the most marginalized
students?

#3: The Consumer Finance Threat Model. In a post-housing bubble
market, the new subprime lending schemes are all about enabling
student debt, especially since students can’t declare bankruptcy
when they default on their obscene loans. There is concern about
how student data will be used to fuel the student debt ecosystem.
#4: The Criminal Justice Threat Model. Law enforcement has
long been interested in student performance, but this data is
increasingly desirable in a world of policing that is trying to assess
risk. There are reasons to believe that student data will fuel the
new policing architectures.
The first threat model is artificial (see: “It’s Complicated”), but it
propels people to act and create laws that will not do a darn thing
to address abuse of children. The other three threat models are
real, but these threats are spread differently over the population.
In the world of student privacy, #2 gets far more attention than
#3 and #4. In fact, almost every bill creates carve-outs for “safety”
or otherwise allows access to data if there’s concern about a
risk to the child, other children, or the school. In other words, if
police need it. And, of course, all of these laws allow parents and
guardians to get access to student data with no consideration of
the consequences for students who are under state supervision.

There’s a fresh push to protect student
data. But the people who need the most
protection are the ones being left behind.

So, really, #4 isn’t even in the
cultural imagination because,
as with nearly everything
involving our criminal justice
system, we don’t believe
that “those people” deserve
privacy.
The reason that I get grouchy
is that I hate how the risks
that we’re concerned about
are shaped by the fears of
privileged parents, not the
risks of those who are already
under constant surveillance,
those who are economically
disadvantaged, and those who
are in the school-prison pipeline. #2-#4 are all real threat models
with genuine risks, but we consistently take #2 far more seriously
than #3 or #4, and privileged folks are more concerned with #1.
The threats that poor youth face? That youth of color face? And
the trade-offs they make in a hypersurveilled world? What would
it take to get people to care about how we keep building out
infrastructure and backdoors to track low-status youth in new
ways? It saddens me that the conversation is constructed as being
about student privacy, but it’s really about who has the right to
monitor which youth. And, as always, we allow certain actors to
continue asserting power over youth. TWR.

Dr Danah Boyd is a Principal Researcher at Microsoft Research and the
founder of Data & Society Research Institute. She is also a Visiting Professor
at New York University’s Interactive Telecommunications Program and a
faculty affiliate at Harvard’s Berkman Center. She is an academic and a scholar
and her research examines the intersection between technology and society.

Flickr: Francisco Osorio

For over a decade, Dr. Boyd’s research focused on how young people use social
media as part of their everyday practices. Her findings were documented in two
books: Hanging Out, Messing Around, and Geeking Out: Kids Living and Learning
with New Media (2009) and It’s Complicated: The Social Lives of Networked Teens
(2014). More recently, she turned to focus on the social and cultural dimensions
of the “big data” phenomenon, with an eye to issues like privacy and publicity,
data(mis)interpretation, and the civil rights implications of data analytics.
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Milestones, Millstones
and Motives
By Sharon Polsky, BIS MAPP

A

70th wedding anniversary is usually a good reason
to celebrate. It’s a celebration of lives lived, of joys and
sorrows, accomplishments and regrets. In Canada, it beckons
congratulatory notes from family and friends, as well as special
recognition by the Prime Minister and Governor General. Many
happy couples take the opportunity to renew their commitment
to each other, their family and their community.

If privacy awareness training really is a new initiative for the
CSE, one wonders how (or how well) its employees could have
properly safeguarded the sensitive information it gathered in the
seven decades the organization has existed.

For organizations, 70 years of existence is also reason
to celebrate and recommit with renewed vigor. Such
was the case with the Communications Security
Establishment (Canada’s ultra-secret intelligencegathering organization that was established in 1946)
when, in March of 2015, it introduced mandatory
privacy awareness training for all of its employees.

Massive data breaches suffered by retailers, bankers,
and organizations in every industry have become
commonplace. And as sensational as they might be, they
have been dwarfed by breaches of government systems
and installations. The US Pentagon’s unclassified email
network, used by the Joint Chiefs of Staff office and its
4,000 military and civilian employees, is but one recent
casualty. While the spear-phishing scam that Pentagon staff fell
for is being blamed on suspected Russian hackers, the reality is
that — as with the CSE and all other breaches — the vulnerability
was caused by trusted insiders.

It is comforting to know that 70 years after it was established,
and 30-plus years after the federal Privacy Act came to be, the
CSE — an organization that uses highly advanced technology
to intercept, sort and analyze the most sensitive information
imaginable — has been moved to provide privacy awareness
training to its employees.
Why the rush?
More importantly, what took the CSE so long to commit to
training its workforce to understand and appreciate what it is for
information to be “private”? Perhaps it took that long for the CSE
to recognize the risk in not providing privacy awareness training.
Of course, it might be little more than conjecture to wonder at
all whether or not the CSE has broached the subject of privacy
awareness training in the past.
The CSE’s very existence was secret until a 1974 CBC documentary
shone a spotlight on the organization, and its role was officially
recognized with the passage, in 2001, of the Anti-terrorism Act.
Its role was further expanded with the enactment of Bill C-51, the
Anti-Terrorism Act, 2015.
In September 2014, four months before Bill C-51 was tabled,
the CSE introduced a policy on administrative privacy breaches.
The policy asked managers to review access permissions; but six
months later, in March 2015, media reported that the spy agency’s
own staff had mistakenly given personal information related to
security clearances.
So, 70 years after the Government of Canada created the
Communications Security Establishment, a privacy violation inside
its own walls inspired mandatory privacy awareness training for
all of its employees.

The CSE can take some comfort in knowing it is not alone in
suffering at the hands of its own trusted insiders.

Like their Canadian colleagues, the Pentagon seized upon the
incident as a learning opportunity, and rushed to hold one-hour
courses for staff to understand the need to be watchful about
email security.
Having taught privacy and cybersecurity to professional, corporate
and post-secondary students for many years, I know that one
hour — or even one day — is not enough to list the governing laws
and practical aspects of data protection, much less understand
the technical side of data protection. But it is a good start and
a valuable opportunity to recommit to safeguarding information.
Ensuring an increased awareness and correct understanding of
privacy laws, basic technology and security concepts is a small
investment with big payoffs, and essential to every organization
that hopes to comply with regulatory requirements or ensure
a culture that is private by design. And the increasing pace
of technological advancement, interconnected devices and
global information exchanges make it all the more important
that organizations undertake effective training for all of their
employees — from the back room to the board room. TWR.
Sharon Polsky BIS MAPP, is President of AMINA Corp. and President of the
Privacy and Access Council of Canada. She is also a Privacy by Design
Ambassador with more than 30 years’ experience advising corporations,
governments and organizations about privacy implications and unintended
consequences of emerging laws, technologies and global trends.
Sharon is frequently sought by media for her perspectives on the intersection
between privacy, law and security and emerging technology
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Upcoming Events

September 20, 2015. Wearable Technologies Conference. Toronto ON
September 11-13, 2015. Prairie Political Science Association Annual Conference. Banff AB
September 25, 2015. Reaching out to Ontario. Sault St Marie ON
September 29, 2015. Fraud Summit. Toronto ON
October 2-3, 2015** CBA Annual Access to Information & Privacy Law Symposium. Toronto ON
October 14-16, 2015**† National Privacy & Data Governance Congress. Calgary AB
October 15, 2015. Big Brother Awards. Brussels, Belgium
October 20-22, 2015. EWF National Conference. Scottsdale AZ

Open Government Action Plan
2014-16

October 26-29, 2015**† PIPA Connections. Calgary AB

The Mid-Term Self-Assessment on of
the Open Government Action Plan
2014-16 will take place in late 2015.

October 26-29, 2015. 37th International Conference of Data Protection & Privacy
Commissioners. Amsterdam, Netherlands

The Open Government Team at
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat
will be seeking input.
Watch the PACC website for details.

November 12-13, 2015**† Privacy and Access 20/20 Conference. Vancouver BC
February 3-5, 2016. Annual Privacy & Security Conference. Victoria BC
**Program qualifies for Continuing Professional Development credits applicable toward PACC Professional Certification
† PACC members enjoy a discount when registering to attend.
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The Lawless Frontier
By Marc Roger Gagné

With the advent of the internet at the turn of the 20th century, humanity entered a new
age. Communication is now instantaneous, and our little planet connected by a vast, virtual web.

Today we are able to exchange text messages, pictures, and even live video feeds to and
from anywhere on the globe. At the same time, criminals have moved online and co-opted
this powerful technology for their own nefarious purposes.
One of the first and most well-known examples of cyber crime was displayed in the 1999
movie Office Space, in which three employees of a tech company upload a virus to the
company’s computer network. The virus skims negligible amounts off of each bank
transaction the network processes and transfers them to a separate account. After a certain
amount of time and transactions, the bank account contained a sizable amount of money,
at which point the criminals withdrew the balance with no one else the wiser. Though this
“penny shaving” scam is most famous for its use in fiction, it was in the news as recently as
2008, when a cyber criminal collected the tiny verification deposits from a series of banks
in his own account.
Cyber criminals do not always attempt to make money for themselves. In fact, most cyber
hacks in the past two decades have been intended purely to stir chaos, were politically
driven, or were simply challenges. Attacks usually take the form of denial of service attacks,
which involve the traffic saturation of a website with requests from bogus IPs. The intention
of these attacks is to deprive legitimate users the opportunity to access the website, and
they are often successful. Companies often employ firewalls and websites to counter these
attacks, but firewalls are only as effective as the operating system and are ineffective against
powerful and unexpected attacks.
The threats against information security include threats such as malware, social engineering,
and employee negligence. The focus of malware — whether software or mobile apps that
contain malicious code — is to infiltrate a system by gaining access without the owner’s
authorization from the owner. Malware can further be classified into four different types:
viruses, worms, trojans, and rootkits. In this post PC era, the vulnerability of the systems is
limited only to the imagination and resolve of the hacker.

Marc Roger Gagné

With the widespread use of affordable smart phones the Internet is finally available to the
masses. Cyber criminals have begun to target mobile devices, rather than computers and
business networks, and can easily take advantage of the inherent insecurity of the device
through the lax coding of many apps. Smart phones contain so much of their owner’s
information that they are a treasure trove of personal information — about the owner and
their contacts.
Over Labor Day weekend of 2014 a huge cache of compromising celebrity cell phone pictures
was released via anonymous Internet websites 4Chan and Reddit. Subsequent investigation
revealed that the vast majority of the pictures were obtained by hacking celebrities’ iCloud

...8
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The Lawless Frontier
Continued from page 7

accounts. The fact that iCloud accounts are password protected
and synced with the user’s IPhone is little protection: passwords
can usually be discerned by gathering intelligence such as the
user’s birthday, children’s names and any personally identifiable
information, widely disseminated information, easily obtained on
the internet.
As anti-malware vendor LavaSoft noted, 2014 was publicly
regarded as “The Year of Breaches”. Since 2005, more than
75 data breaches in which 1,000,000 or more records were
compromised have been publicly disclosed.
The attacks on Home Depot and EBay in 2014,
and on Target at the end of 2013, indicate an
increase in attacks on retail and merchant
data. The healthcare industry is less resilient
to cyber intrusions than the financial and
retail sectors; therefore, the possibility of
increased cyber intrusions is likely.”
According to the Ponemon Institute, 72 percent of healthcare
organizations say they are only somewhat confident (32 percent)
or not confident (40 percent) in the security and privacy of patient
data.
Despite the heightened awareness from the publicity of breaches
throughout 2014 and earlier years, 2015 is on track to break all
records. The massive data breach of the US Office of Personnel
Management has assured 2015’s status as a record-breaking year.

Initial investigations of the OPM breach implicate foreign
national interests; but cyber criminals in today’s world
are not solely concerned with hacking user information.
Cybercrime is a business and, like other innovative enterprises,
cybercriminals have established online marketplaces through
which they sell loot (e.g., drugs, credit card numbers). The
most famous of these was Silk Road, which operated on the
“dark web” where a user’s IP address is hidden, precluding
the possibility of identification, discovery, and arrest.

Silk Road operated as a kind of eBay for illicit sales of a
plethora of products and services — including pharmaceuticals
(stimulants, psychedelics, prescription drugs, etc.) credit card
numbers, sex, and illicit drugs such as marijuana. The site was
shut down in 2014 and its founder, Ross William Ulbricht, was
arrested and sentenced to life in prison by the U.S. Federal
Court in Manhattan.
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The Lawless Frontier
Continued from page 8

Concurrent with the rise in cyber technology has been the rising
concern for cyber terrorism. Whereas twenty years ago terrorists
were primarily concerned with the destruction of property, there
are growing fears that they will now attempt to infiltrate and
expose computer networks using methods well known to cyber
criminals: denial of service attacks and malware.
Researchers had long predicted that terrorist groups could
hypothetically implant a virus or a worm into the SCADA computer
systems controlling electricity grids, rendering large swaths of a
province‘s grid unusable and leaving potentially millions without
power. The Stuxnet worm, which entered
the SCADA-controlled Natanz (Iran) nuclear
facility through an infected USB key in 2010
was proof that the theory had become reality
and that even more damaging
attacks are a very real possibility.

	
  

In 2012, Iran was again the target of a hack of a
different sort. The most recent breach of security
at Iran’s nuclear facilities might not be considered
serious... unless you hate the music of the rock band
AC/DC. Two of the country’s controversial nuclear
facilities endured a technological prank, in which AC/
DC’s hit song Thunderstruck played repeatedly and
at full volume.
Life in the technological environment of the 21st
	
  
century presents both wonderful, astounding possibilities for
prosperity and the fear of malicious application of those same
technologies. Just as the advent of the atomic age in 1945 ushered
in great leaps in science and energy, so too did it result in the
deaths of thousands in Japan and generated the constant fear of
a nuclear apocalypse.
Humanity has a curious talent for turning its greatest achievements
into its worst possible nightmare. The technology of our
young century has connected all humans to one another with
unprecedented speed and ease. The Internet allows information
to spread instantaneously, and smart phones put that information
at our fingertips constantly.
Cybercriminals continue to sharpen their tools to improve the
effectiveness of cyber attacks. Tried and true crime ware such as
the Black Hole Exploit Kit, automatic transfer systems, and ransom
ware have been refined and improved in ways that demonstrate
how malware development has become increasingly professional
in rigor, discipline, and methodology.

still undefined. Complicating the investigation of cyber crimes is
the reality that they are usually multi-jurisdictional, sometimes
involving countries where governments are willfully blind to the
offense; yet other nations encourage cyber criminals.
Balancing government involvement in hampering cybercrime is
problematic. Not enough government intervention could lead to
increases in cyber crime, but too much intervention could bring
about a police state (such as that created by Canada’s newly
adopted Bill C 51) where every move and thought is monitored
and collated (e.g. China, North Korea).
Just as Parliament can legislate the sale of products from a
manufacturer in one province to a retailer in another, so too
should it be able to make laws governing the activities in
cyberspace within its border and ultra vires power
for illegal activities committed upon its citizenry. But
just like in the physical world, it stands to reason that
there should be stringent oversight applied to any
government program intended to secure and police
cyberspace that undermines Canadians’ Charter
protected freedoms.
Adequate independent, unbiased oversight is
essential to ensure that Canadians’ rights and
freedoms can be enjoyed, whether in the cyber or
physical realm. On the other hand, inadequate or
partisan oversight, and measures reminiscent of
early 20th century police states deprives us of our remaining
privacy and threatens our democratic processes.
Given the urgency of global affairs and how nations are responding,
and the increasing complexity of privacy and technology, privacy
is no longer easily defined. Indeed, the definition of privacy is as
much in flux as the technology and the will continue to shift as new
technology, new laws, and new government policies scramble the
variables in new and interesting ways. TWR.
Marc Roger Gagné is an accredited and experienced Consultant in the field of
Privacy and Data Governance. Since 2010 he has been a member of the Board
of Directors of the Privacy and Access Council of Canada. In 2011, he obtained
Master Access and Privacy Professional (MAPP) status, the highest designation in
the Access to Information and Privacy community. Mr. Gagné is also a Certified
Cyber Threat Analyst (CCTA), Certified Cyber Intelligence Investigator (CCII) and
Certified Human Trafficking Investigator (CHTI).

Combatting cybercrime, like crime in the physical world, generally
involves governments. But how far should that role extend?
Physical borders define the physical limits of nations, but cyber
borders remain less clear, and the enforcement of the web is
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88% of consumers trust
their payment network
protects them from fraud
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Microsoft’s New Small Print

How Your Personal Data is (ab)Used

By Heini Järvinen

M

icrosoft has renewed its Privacy Policy and Service Agreement. The new services
agreement goes into effect on 1 August 2015, only a couple of days after the launch
of the Windows 10 operating system on 29 July.
The new “privacy dashboard” is presented to give the users a possibility to control
their data related to various products in a centralised manner. Microsoft’s deputy
general counsel, Horacio Gutierrez, wrote in a blog post that Microsoft believes “that
real transparency starts with straightforward terms and policies that people can
clearly understand”. We copied and pasted the Microsoft Privacy Statement and the
Services Agreement into a document editor and found that these “straightforward”
terms are 22 and 23 pages long respectively. Summing up these 45 pages, one can
say that Microsoft basically grants itself very broad rights to collect everything you
do, say and write with and on your devices in order to sell more targeted advertising
or to sell your data to third parties. The company appears to be granting itself the
right to share your data either with your consent “or as necessary”.
A French tech news website Numerama analysed the new privacy policy and found
a number of conditions users should be aware of:
By default, when signing into Windows with a Microsoft account, Windows syncs
some of your settings and data with Microsoft servers, for example “web browser
history, favorites, and websites you have open” as well as “saved app, website,
mobile hotspot, and Wi-Fi network names and passwords”. Users can however
deactivate this transfer to the Microsoft servers by changing their settings.
More problematic from a data protection perspective is however the fact that
Windows generates a unique advertising ID for each user on a device. This
advertising ID can be used by third parties, such as app developers and advertising
networks for profiling purposes.
Also, when device encryption is on, Windows automatically encrypts the drive
Windows is installed on and generates a recovery key. The BitLocker recovery key
for the user’s device is automatically
backed up online in the Microsoft
OneDrive account.

«In the first 48 hours

following its release
on July 29, Windows
10 was installed on 67
million devices. »

Mathew J. Schwartz (euroinfosec)

Your privacy
is important
to us.
But....

Microsoft’s updated terms also state
that they collect basic information
“from you and your devices, including
for example “app use data for apps that
run on Windows” and “data about the
networks you connect to.”
Users who chose to enable Microsoft’s
personal assistant software “Cortana”

...12
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Microsoft’s New Small Print
Continued from page 11

have to live with the following invasion to their privacy: “To
enable Cortana to provide personalized experiences and
relevant suggestions, Microsoft collects and uses various
types of data, such as your device location, data from your
calendar, the apps you use, data from your emails and
text messages, who you call, your contacts and how often
you interact with them on your
device. Cortana also learns about
you by collecting data about how
you use your device and other
Microsoft services, such as your
music, alarm settings, whether
the lock screen is on, what you
view and purchase, your browse and Bing search history,
and more.” But this is not all, as this piece of software also
analyses undefined “speech data”: “we collect your voice
input, as well your name and nickname, your recent calendar
events and the names of the people in your appointments,
and information about your contacts including names and
nicknames.”
But Microsoft’s updated privacy policy is not only bad news
for privacy. Your free speech rights can also be violated on
an ad hock basis as the company warns:
“We will access, disclose and preserve personal data,
including your content (such as the content of your emails,
other private communications or files in private folders),
when we have a good faith belief that doing so is necessary
to”, for example, “protect their customers” or “enforce the
terms governing the use of the services”.
So much for clearly understandable and straightforward
terms of service. TWR.
Heini Järvinen is Community and Communications Manager of EDRI-gram, a
biweekly newsletter about digital civil rights in Europe.

Despite a 45-page privacy policy that assures “Your privacy
is important to us”, Windows 10 has more than 35 privacypiercing features that come enabled by default. Installing the
new operating system using Express Settings allows the new
and improved operating system to collect contacts, calendar
and text input, and a whole lot more including
• Location Data
• Biometrics and handwriting data
• Advertisement and its tracking code
• Apps access to your personal information
• Windows Defender and Sample submissions
• Microsoft OneDrive
• Cortana & Web search
• Telemetry services
• Webcam and Microphone Access
• Sync Data with other Devices
• Using Microsoft account, Instead of local account
• Sending Feedback & diagnostics reports to Microsoft
DoNotSpy10, developed by German developer pXc-coding,
is a third-party app that promises to create a centralized
interface where users can — with one click — change settings
related to 37 different Windows 10 services that directly
impact the security and privacy of your data.
As with any mitigation strategy, due diligence is essential
to verify that solutions are what they claim and will not
introduce additional vulnerabilities or create more problems
than they promise to fix. TWR

Microsoft Privacy Statement https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
privacystatement/default.aspx
Microsoft Services Agreement
https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/servicesagreement/default.aspx
Windows 10, Microsoft and your personal data: what you need to know (only in
French, 11.06.2015)
http://www.numerama.com/magazine/33357-windows-10-microsoft-et-vosdonnees-privees-ce-que-vous-devez-savoir.html
Microsoft provides privacy dashboard ahead of Windows 10 launch (04.06.2015)
http://www.pcworld.com/article/2932132/microsoft-provides-privacydashboard-ahead-of-windows-10-launch.html
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Transitions
Charlene Paquin became Manitoba’s
ombudsman on May 4, 2015. Prior to this,
Charlene was employed as the assistant
deputy minister of the Community Service
Delivery Division at Manitoba Family Services. She has many
years of public service experience including both policy and
service delivery.
Charlene holds a bachelor of arts degree from the University
of Winnipeg and a master’s degree in social work from the
University of Manitoba. She also has board experience,
most recently having served on the Winnipeg Region board
of directors for the Canadian Mental Health Association.
Born and raised in Winnipeg, Charlene resides there with
her husband and two children.
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Privacy by Design
Executive Seminar

The intersection of privacy, security and data governance is becoming increasingly

apparent in every sector. As access and privacy professionals join cybersecurity professionals
in protecting sensitive information from cyber incidents, all involved will need to realize that
what they do will have legal and operational ramifications.
To that end, the Executive Seminar on Privacy and Big Data—developed by Dr. Ann Cavoukian,
Executive Director of the Privacy and Big Data Institute at Toronto’s Ryerson University and
a Fellow of the Privacy & Access Council of Canada—will be presented at the upcoming
National Privacy &Data Governance Congress by seasoned privacy expert, Michelle Chibba.
In this session, Privacy by Design and the recently launched Privacy by Design certification
program for businesses will be fully outlined.
The Winston Report recently spoke with Dr. Cavoukian about the upcoming presentation.

The professionals

The seminar will cover many topics, including the 7 Foundational Principles of Privacy
by Design, which have now been translated into 37 languages, and how they can — and
should be — embedded into new products, processes and applications, exploring some
of the business advantages that can come from ensuring privacy, right from the outset.
Dr. Cavoukian says that everyone taking the course will spend a good amount of time
exploring the business case for Privacy by Design, and how that plays into all aspects of
organizational compliance, in a manner that leads to gaining a competitive advantage that
will be sustainable over time.
As the three-term former Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario, and the creator
of Privacy by Design, Dr. Cavoukian and her long-serving colleague Michelle Chibba, are
the best ones to translate Privacy by Design into practical, pragmatic actions that Congress
delegates can implement immediately to benefit their careers, corporations, and compliance
requirements.

Dr Ann Cavoukian

And the perspective

“An important aspect of the seminar,” Dr. Cavoukian said, speaking from years of experience,
is that “Privacy Commissioners and Data Protection Regulators in Canada and around the
world accept Privacy by Design as the gold standard, and expect that organizations will use it
to evaluate programs and products at the design stage.” She also notes that “many technical
and security professionals who come to the course have a lot of ideas about what privacy
is and is not, or about how ensuring security is adequate protection, but the course will
change the way they think about privacy and security.” This is actually an objective of the
course — that Congress delegates will come away thinking differently about the relationship
between privacy and cybersecurity, how they are intimately intertwined, and then learn
how to manage and safeguard personally identifiable data differently in the future, as a
result of their new perspective.

...15
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PbD Executive Seminar
Continued from page 14

Another objective of the course, Dr. Cavoukian said, is for
privacy professionals to gain new perspectives about technology.
Privacy breeds innovation, not the opposite. The many privacy
professionals in the course are joined by roughly ten percent
security professionals and another five to ten percent lawyers.
Many of the security experts and lawyers attending the Privacy
by Design course are not experts in privacy; the course is where
they will learn—from Dr. Cavoukian, Michelle Chibba and privacy
experts taking the course—about the intersection of privacy,
security, law and compliance.
Dr. Cavoukian said that the overall objective of the Privacy by
Design course is to give students the tools they will need to
identify and mitigate the risks that exist now, and well into the
future.
To book your seat to attend Dr. Cavoukian’s Executive Seminar, or
for more information about the Congress, visit www.pacc-ccap.
ca/congress-2015 TWR.
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Body Worn Cameras
The EPS Experience

T
he Edmonton Police Service has completed a comprehensive
three-year study to assess the effectiveness of body worn video
(BWV) for use by its officers.

This project was partially funded through the Canadian Police
Research Centre and continued under the Canadian Safety and
Security Program, which is a federal program led by Defence

Based on the findings of the research and testing project, which
ran from October, 2011 to December 2014, the Edmonton Police
Service (EPS) determined that the costs associated with the
reporting, storage, and review of video will be significant. As a
result, EPS has decided to proceed with a graduated deployment
of a body worn video program to specialized units over the next
12 to 18 months.
The most problematic issue identified during the pilot project
was the question of when to activate and deactivate the cameras.
Operational Procedures for BWV Employment provide general
guidelines for activating BWVs, and identifies the few specific
circumstances in which BWVs shall not be activated.
According to Deputy Chief Danielle Campbell, the first EPS
members to receive body worn cameras will include officers who
are involved in “high-risk interactions with the public” including
those with Checkstop, the Tactical Team, and the Public Order
Unit.
The EPS BWV pilot project ran from October 2011 to December
2014, with operational field testing through a variety of
environments from October 2012 to July 2014.
Privacy was a major consideration of the EPS BWV project. The EPS
research team consulted with the Alberta Privacy Commissioner
who provided valuable insight and recommendations. Respective
of this input, the EPS created policies and procedures for the
BWV pilot project that aligned with the BWV guidance document
issued by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada.
Body worn video footage will
only be released to the public
or media if there is a significant
public need, such as where there
is a duty to warn.
Access to BWV footage will be
through formal access requests
made to the EPS Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Unit. Requests will be
processed on a case-by-case basis, however, video footage forms
evidence and will likely not be released if there is a pending
prosecution. Necessary redacting of identifiable persons or
information that cannot be disclosed may result in significant costs
to both the applicant and the EPS. Body worn video is collected
for law enforcement purposes only and not for entertainment.

Research and Development Canada’s Centre for Security Science,
in partnership with Public Safety Canada.
This project and its findings reflect body worn video use
within the Canadian law enforcement and legal environment,
so its recommendations cannot necessarily be prescribed to
jurisdictions in other countries. However, because the technology
is still evolving, the EPS is sharing its research findings with police
agencies across North America also considering body worn
cameras for its officers.
The report is posted to the EPS website at www.edmontonpolice.
ca/news/bwv. TWR.
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Accreditation of Privacy and Access Courses
The Privacy and Access Council of Canada values the importance • Ensures that PACC Accredited courses can prepare students
of a wide range of access and privacy educational offerings that
to meet the current and anticipated needs of business and
provide variety and educational value to students in terms of the
government for qualified access and privacy professionals
scope and depth of training, duration, manner of delivery, and
• Ensures that PACC Accredited courses and PACC certification
jurisdictional content.
requirements are aligned to the needs of individuals who might
The needs of privacy and access professionals, employers, and the
apply for certification
public depend on impartial and comprehensive options such as
• Ensures that PACC Accredited courses meet PACC Core Learning
those embodied in PACC’s accreditation process that:
Outcomes.
• Enables students, employees and employers to use the PACC
Accredited designation as a guide when choosing educational
courses and programs related to the field of access and privacy

How Golden is Silence?

A recent Annenberg survey indicates

that marketers have misrepresented a
large majority of Americans by claiming that Americans give out information about
themselves as a tradeoff for benefits they receive. The survey reveals that people are
far from content with the way organizations collect personal information. Americans
do not believe that ‘data for discounts’ is a square deal.
The Annenberg survey shows, in contrast to other academics’ claims, that the willingness Americans’ exhibit in providing
personal information to marketers cannot be explained by the public’s poor knowledge of the ins and outs of digital commerce.
Rather, they feel bullied about turning over their personal information and are resigned to giving up their data. In short, they
feel powerless to fight it.
Other surveys, academic research and experiments have claimed that the public simply cannot grasp what is being done with
data. As if to ameliorate the dilemma, one explanation has been advanced claiming that people might realize that marketers,
companies and governments are collecting the data, but that they neither understand what laws govern those activities nor the
limits that the laws impose on how organizations use the collected data.
Another tactic intended to deflect criticism—has come from lawyers, marketers and policy makers who have been unanimous in
urging people to read privacy policies — implying that poring through the policies (that some lawyers claim were never intended
to be understood by ordinary people) might afford some way to negotiate more favorable privacy terms.
Whatever the rationalization, however, the Annenberg study shows that more than half of the survey respondents do not want
to lose control over their information but also believe this loss of control has already happened. TWR.
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Important Reading

T

he Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP –
pronounced “tee-tip”) is a draft trade agreement being negotiated
between the United States (US) and the European Union (EU).
This booklet presents the concerns that EDRi
and its members have regarding TTIP, such as
the lack of transparency in the negotiations,
respect for the rule of law and democracy, data
protection, privacy, “intellectual property”,
net neutrality, and Investor-state dispute
settlement (ISDS), which would give rights
to foreign companies to claim compensation
from governments, undermining democracy
and the right to legislate.

P

opular culture professes that all hackers
are evil, and some are. But there are others:
the whitehats, hackers of good intent who
try to prevent the chaos caused by their
anonymous adversaries.
And rising above them all is elite hacker and
social engineer who is both white hat and
black hat.
In Social Engineer, author Ian Sutherland
dives deep into the online world that most
of us jump into blindly each day to expose its underbelly and
illustrate what dangers await the unwary.

T

he Walled Gardens of Ebook Surveillance is an exploration
of the new ebook realm that has become a regular offering for
library patrons. New platforms, approaches and content providers
get involved in ebook sales as time goes on. And there is a lack
of critical evaluation of what information is being sent to whom
about what our patrons view, download and read.
Alycia Sellie explores the concept of patron tracking in ebooks,
by looking at various other services and platforms outside of
libraries (i.e. Starbucks, Disneyland) which
are well known to track user information.
Sellie compares these to common ebook
platforms (which use Digital Restrictions/
Rights Management systems, such as Adobe
Digital Editions, etc.) to analyze how concepts
like “digital payment jewelry” or mobile
apps—which are intentionally designed to track user activity and
payments—compare to what information ebook platforms track
about readers.
Sellie discusses dangers of ebook surveillance and what it means
for librarians who value privacy, as well as a few best practices
for acquisitions librarians who would like to provide ebooks for
patrons in a manner that respects patron information (if that is
possible!). http://academicworks.cuny.edu/lacuny_conf_2015/3/

Half Baked: The Opportunity to Secure Cookie-Based Identifiers
T
he Book of Numbers by Joshua Cohen has from Passive Surveillance by Andrew Hilts and Christopher Parsons
been called “the single best novel yet written
about what it means to remain human in the
Internet Era.” The epic novel explores the
many and complex ways in which technology
touches every aspect of modern life—from
the effect it has on our sense of self and on
our conduct to our expectations and beliefs,
and to the very meaning of Life With The
Internet.

G
uidelines for Video Surveillance
by Public Bodies in Newfoundland
and Labrador are now available at
http://t.co/lPb3jvQVJe

investigates the extent to which contemporary advertising and
analytics identifiers—that are stored
in government databases and used to
develop patterns of life, or the chains
of activities that individuals engage
in when they use Internet-capable
devices —continue to be transmitted in plaintext despite Edward
Snowden’s revelations about routine monitoring at the hands of
governments and government agencies.
Half Baked looks at variations in the secure transmission of
cookie-based identifiers across different website categories, and
identify practical steps for both website operators and ad tracking
companies to take to better secure their audiences and readers
from passive surveillance.
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Anyone trying to keep confidential information away from
the scrutiny of outsiders might want to experiment with
“Seen” — a font that has a preloaded set of sensitive “spook
words” that the NSA and other agencies are using to scan
through our documents.
The typeface can be used in any popular software such as
Illustrator, Indesign, Word or in a browser. It can be used
normally to write text as any other font does, but once
one of these trigger words is written the font automatically
crosses it out. Therefore giving you an overview of your
text in terms of these trigger words. This system highlights
where you are potentially prone to being surveilled whilst
also preventing you from potentially being tracked. Seen is
an experiment of evasive and reflexive techniques around
the topic of online privacy.
projectseen.com
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NIST requests comments on an initial public draft report on NISTIR 8053, De-identification of personally Identifiable Information. This
document describes terminology, process and procedures for the removal of personally identifiable information (PII) from a variety of
electronic document types.
This draft results from a NIST-initiated review of techniques that have been developed for the removal of personally identifiable
information from digital documents. De-identification techniques are widely used to removal of personal information from data sets
to protect the privacy of the individual data subjects. In recent years many concerns have been raised that de-identification techniques
are themselves not sufficient to protect personal privacy, because information remains in the data set that makes it possible to reidentify data subjects.
NIST is soliciting public comment for this initial draft to obtain feedback from experts in industry, academia and government that are
familiar with de-identification techniques and their limitations.
Comments will be reviewed and posted on the CSRC website. We expect to publish a final report based on this round of feedback. The
publication will serve as a basis for future work in de-identification and privacy in general. TWR.

Darwin Moments
Guilt by association might soon take on new significance, now that Facebook has received an updated patent on a technology that can
help lenders discriminate against certain borrowers based on the borrower’s social network connections.
The invention generally relates to authorizing activities and
authenticating individuals, and more specifically, to methods for
authorizing information flow to an individual and authenticating an
individual for access to information or service based on that individual’s
social network.
The patent describes a technology that tracks the way users are connected in a network. The main use case is for preventing members
of a network from sending spam to other members with who they’re not directly or legitimately connected. Other use cases involve
preventing network members from receiving emails from, or showing up in the search results of, people with whom they have no direct
or legitimate connection.
But the technology can also aid in other types of discrimination. Here’s the last use case Facebook describes in the patent:
In a fourth embodiment of the invention, the service provider is a lender. When an individual applies
for a loan, the lender examines the credit ratings of members of the individual’s social network who are
connected to the individual through authorized nodes. If the average credit rating of these members is at
least a minimum credit score, the lender continues to process the loan application. Otherwise, the loan
application is rejected.
Whether consumers and regulators will accept social network contacts as legitimate predictors of credit worthiness credit worthiness
has yet to be seen. Many consumers would be surprised to learn that the precedent has already been set by the insurance industry
, which sets premiums based, in part, on the people you associate with in the physical world. Advanced data mining and predictive
modeling algorithms enable credit grantors to associate otherwise unrelated events and circumstances, and interpret those data
points to indicate credit worthiness.
The popularity of embracing new technology in hopes that the promised outcome will provide value to the review process could make
the new Facebook technology a welcome addition for banks; and that could result in curtailed borrowing potential for anyone with
limited access to banking services, leaving them with fewer affordable borrowing options. TWR.
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Grace-Pépin Access to Information Award
Launched in 2011, the Grace-Pépin Access to Information Award
is presented annually to an individual, group or organization that
demonstrates an exceptional contribution to the promotion and
support of the principles of transparency, accountability, and the
public’s right to access information held by public institutions.
The award was created in memory of John Grace (1927-2009)
former Information Commissioner of Canada, and Marcel Pépin
(1941-1999) founding-president of the Commission d’accès à
l’information du Québec.

If you or someone you know is on the leading edge of access
to information or has made an exceptional contribution to the
promotion and support of the principles of transparency,
accountability, and the public’s right to access information held by
public institutions, consider submitting a nomination form for a
chance to win the 2015 Grace-Pépin Access to Information Award
and be recognized for contributing to the advancement of access
to information in Canada.
The deadline for submissions is August 31, 2015.
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Recent Decisions

In British Columbia (Finance) (Re), 2015 BCIPC 21 (CanLII) the The Federal Court of Canada has certified a class action
applicant requested the combined amount of taxes remitted
in 2012 under the Insurance Premium Tax Act by insurance
companies that provide title insurance in British Columbia.
The Ministry of Finance withheld the information on the basis
that it would disclose information that was obtained on a tax
return or gathered for the purpose of determining tax liability
or collecting tax (s.21(2) of FIPPA). The adjudicator found that:
Total Paid is not information that was “obtained on a tax
return” or “gathered for the purpose of determining tax
liability or collecting tax”.
Since disclosure of the requested information is not prohibited
by s.21(2) of FIPPA, the adjudicator ordered the Ministry to
disclose it.

The Ontario Court of Appeal’s decision in Hopkins v. Kay
(2015 ONCA 112) held that the mere existence of a legislative
scheme to address privacy-related breaches of personal health
information does not preclude a private action from being
brought to address said breaches.

The case of R v Kelly (2015 ABCA 200) speaks to the growing

problem of “inappropriately publishing” court records on the
Internet for purposes not initially intended. In considering the
appeal from a conviction of criminal harassment, Alberta’s
Court of Appeal concluded that “there is no “lawful authority”
for abuses of judicial or quasi-judicial processes.”

against the Government of Canada for disclosing the personal
health information of participants in the “Marihuana Medical
Access Program”

H

uman nature and curiosity are things that cannot yet be
tamed by technology. Dr. John Francis Joseph David Kinahan, a
specialist in urology, has admitted to engaging in unprofessional
conduct by taking a photograph on his personal cellular phone
of an unconscious patient’s catheter site without the patient’s
consent. He further violated patient privacy by forwarding
the photograph in a text message, along with a joke, to a
third party who was not involved in the patient’s care. After
receiving Island Health’s Privacy Breach Summary Report and
subsequently receiving a formal complaint from the patient,
the Inquiry Committee of the College conducted an inquiry.
The discipline meted out included a $20,000 fine and six month
suspension from practicing medicine.

T

hrough regular audits, the Saskatoon Regional Health
Authority (SRHA) determined that an employee had viewed
her own and other individuals’ electronic personal health
information without a need-to-know. She viewed the personal
health information to satisfy curiosity and to alleviate
boredom. SRHA proactively reported the snooping to the
Information and Privacy Commissioner (IPC). The IPC made a
number of recommendations, including disclosing the details
of the disciplinary action taken against the snooper to affected
individuals and to employees/practitioners of the regional
health authority.

«Statistics are like bikinis. What

they reveal is suggestive, but what
they conceal is vital. »

Professor Aaron Levenstein
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Legislative Changes

O

ntario’s Bill 91, the Building Ontario Up Act (Budget
Measures) 2015, limits whether and what reviews can be
conducted by Ontario’s Independent Officers of the Legislative
Assembly on behalf of the people of the province. Enacted in
June, 2015, the law curtails access and accountability:
• The Auditor General will be unable to conduct performance
audits of Hydro One and its subsidiaries.
• The Ombudsman will have no ability to investigate public
complaints about Hydro One and its subsidiaries.
• The Information and Privacy Commissioner will no longer be
able to oversee the right of access to records held by Hydro One.
• The Financial Accountability Officer will not be able to
examine the impact of planned Hydro One operations on
consumers or the economy.
• Lobbyists will no longer be required to report whether they
are lobbying Hydro One and its subsidiaries.
• The Integrity Commissioner will no longer review Hydro One
expense claims to ensure prudent spending of taxpayer dollars.

The

Digital Privacy Act, which amends the Personal

Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA),
received Royal Assent on June 18, 2015. The changes require that
organizations :
• notify individuals in cases of breaches

• report breaches to the Office of the Privacy Commissioner
of Canada if it is “reasonable in the circumstances to believe
that the breach creates a real risk of significant harm to an
individual”.
• maintain a log detailing every breach of security safeguards
involving personal information.
As former Assistant Privacy Commissioner Chantal Bernier noted,
“failure to notify could bring fines of up to $100,000 per person
affected who should have been notified and was not. “
The updated PIPEDA gives the Privacy Commissioner of Canada the
power to enter into compliance agreements with organizations,
and impose terms that the Commissioner considers necessary
to ensure compliance with PIPEDA. Compliance with those
agreements can be enforced by an application to the Federal Court.
The text of the Bill is available at http://www.parl.gc.ca/
HousePublications/Publication.aspx?Language=E&Mode=1&Doc
Id=8057593

A

nti-terrorism Act, 2015 (Bill C-51) An Act to enact the
Security of Canada Information Sharing Act and the Secure
Air Travel Act, to amend the Criminal Code, the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service Act and the Immigration and
Refugee Protection Act and to make related and consequential
amendments to other Acts, SC 2015, c 20, has certain portions
proclaimed in force on the following dates:
– Sections 2 to 8 and 11 to 13 (Parts 1 and 2) are proclaimed in force on
August 1, 2015 (PC 2015/1053; SI/2015-64)
– Part 3 came into force 30 days after Royal Assent
– Part 4 came into force on Royal Assent (June 18, 2015)
– Part 5 proclaimed in force July 1, 2015 (PC 2015/1053); SI/2015-64)
– Part 5 proclaimed in force July 1, 2015 (PC 2015/1053); SI/2015-64)
– Sections 2 to 8 and 11 to 13 (Parts 1 and 2) are proclaimed in force
on August 1, 2015 (PC 2015/1053; SI/2015-64)

Ontario’s Personal Health Information Protection
Act (PHIPA) is scheduled to be amended to address all

recommendations made by Privacy Commissioner Brian
Beamish to strengthen PHIPA and protect patient privacy.
The proposed changes include mandatory reporting of all
health-related privacy breaches to the Information and Privacy
Commissioner. Health professionals found breaching other
people’s privacy would be reported to their regulatory college,
and fines for snooping will double to $100,000 for individuals
and $500,000 for organizations.
The changes are in response to recommendation made by
privacy commissioner Brian Beamish to strengthen PHIPA.

A

mendments to Canada’s Patent Act, Trade-marks
Act, and Industrial Design Act, introduced by Bill C-59,

are intended to modernize Canada’s intellectual property
framework to help innovators better protect their IP. Proposed
amendments protect confidential communications between
patent or trade mark agents and their clients in the same way
as communications that are subject to solicitor-client privilege.
As Jean-Charles Grégoire notes, “the communication must
be made for the purpose of seeking or giving advice with
respect to any matter relating to the protection of a patent or
trade mark. Granting statutory privilege to not only Canadian
agents, but also foreign agents, prevents forced disclosure
of communications with IP owners, thus fostering open
communication of facts and strategy.” These amendment
would come into force 12 months after the day on which Bill
C-59 receives royal assent.
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Facebook Tells the Cops
When you talk about Criminal Activity in Private Messages
By Kristan T. Harris

F

acebook has a new little known software that monitors your profile chat and pictures for
criminal activity. The software will proceed to alert an employee at the company who will
then decide whether to call authorities or not.
The software will monitor individuals who have a ‘loose’ relationship on social media
networks, according to an interview with Facebook Chief Security Officer Joe Sullivan.
Reuters interview with the security officer explains, Facebook’s software focuses on
conversations between members who have a loose relationship on the social network. For
example, if two users aren’t friends, only recently became friends, have no mutual friends,
interact with each other very little, have a significant age difference, and/or are located far
from each other, the tool pays particular attention.
The scanning program looks for certain phrases found in previously obtained chat records
from criminals, including sexual predators (because of the Reuters story, we know of at
least one alleged child predator who is being brought before the courts as a direct result
of Facebook’s chat scanning). The relationship analysis and phrase material have to add up
before a Facebook employee actually looks at communications and makes the final decision
of whether to ping the authorities.
“We’ve never wanted to set up an environment where we have employees looking at private
communications, so it’s really important that we use technology that has a very low falsepositive rate,” Sullivan told Reuters.
The software has been used to help gather information on potential murder suspects as
well. In just one case, 62 pages of information, pictures, chat and posts where gathered and
handed over to local authorities by Facebook in a recent subpoena request.
Facebook most likely wants to keep this software secret since most people do not think
fondly of someone rummaging around their private messages and photos looking for
criminal activities. Also how far is this system willing to go and will they soon pursue minor
crimes or even thought crime? TWR.

Kristan T. Harris

Kristan T. Harris is a journalist,researcher and TV/talk radio show host for the Rundown Live. @KristanTHarris
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